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Outline

Two essential contexts for this discussion:

‣
‣

Learning as means of building capacity for sustainability
A perspective on learning with examples

Addressing a serious educational gap: Learning to think with
and about models
Introducing trans-disciplinary modeling into education
Initial thoughts on a roadmap for the project
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A case for understanding models

...The Wall Street Journal’s editorial page has gone
beyond its long-term preference for the economic
ideas of “charlatans and cranks” ... to a general
denigration of hard thinking about matters
economic. Pay no attention to “fancy theories” that
conflict with “common sense,” the Journal tells us.
Because why should anyone imagine that you need
more than gut feelings to analyze things like
financial crises and recessions?
Paul Krugman in the New York Times Aug 28, 2011
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Global Challenge “Lite”
Stated priorities of the IGFA Belmont Forum:
• “develop and deliver the knowledge required to address
pressing global to local environmental and societal
issues”
✴ insufficient without meaningful participation
•

“Identify the objectives and means for effective
translation and communication of scientific knowledge
for targeted sectors and regions in order to realize the
intended benefits from the application of such
knowledge”
✴ focus on co-production of knowledge

•

“Nurture the next generation of experts”

✴ too little, too late - nurture next generations
and non-experts - start lifelong learning early
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Models, Metaphors, and Education
Models, metaphors, analogies are ways to approximate,
describe, and predict what is complex or unfamiliar
•

use of models in thinking is fundamental

•

models can be implicit or explicit, physical or
mathematical, simple or complex

Where are models seen in education at all levels?
•

models are nearly “invisible” in most of education

•

results of models are taken out of context

•

results are given without reference to conditions of
validity

•

the process of model development, testing, and
refinement is not described
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Components in an educational strategy

Each of these aspects must be unpacked and addressed

‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

learning objectives: what learning with what models
levels: elementary school to adult learners
domains: social sciences, natural sciences, humanities
resources: narratives, games, scenarios, libraries
venues: formal and informal learning environments
challenges: curricula, cultures, and school systems
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A perspective on learning
Making meaning is the essential learning process
Curiosity, communication, creativity are not extras
Collaboration and socially-enriched learning are crucial
Transdisciplinarity requires both depth & communication
Diverse modes of learning and representational fluency
support creativity and social inclusion
Reflecting on learning leads to more meaningful learning
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Experiential learning develops a vocabulary for
thinking
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The Giant Magnetic Storage Disk Drive

Mechanical & electronic interactive models
provide open-ended concrete experiences
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DEVELOP AND TEST MODELS OF PHENOMENA

Frozen Bubble
Box: test our
ideas on how
bubbles float,
change size, turn
colors, and freeze
in a transparent
box with dry ice
(frozen CO 2 at
-78º)
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Two simple models

Build A Working Model of the Internet In Your
Classroom -- No Computer Required!

Where will Jim or Anne sit
tomorrow in the elementary
school lunch room?
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Ilan Chabay, Ph.D.
The New Curiosity Shop®, Bethesda, MD
For the National Academy of Engineering and National Engineering Week, 2001
A web page from a school in Africa, an email letter from a friend in New Jersey, a
photograph from a cousin visiting Japan can all travel from their senders to you on the
Internet. But how does that work? How does the information get from there to here or
vice versa? Here is a playful activity that tells you how to set up a model of the Internet
using paper, pens, scissors, and people. Try out this model to help you understand the
amazing process by which the real Internet works.
Materials:
• Lined paper, letter or legal size
• Small envelopes (or use letter size pieces of paper folded in half and then folded
on the three open edges)
• Scissors or paper cutter
• Pens
• Masking tape
Setting up the space and materials:
• Identify six locations (stations A – F) in the room (e.g., four corners and two
along the sides near the middle) that will represent the six computers sending
messages to each other.
• (Optional) Mark a path between each station (computer) and its two nearest
neighbor stations by laying down a piece of masking tape on the floor as indicated
below:
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How To Set Up A Model That Illustrates How The Internet Works
Using Only Simple Materials And Group Participation
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There are 11 possible paths
between any two nearest
neighbors in this
arrangement. Make the
activity more realistic and
more interesting by removing
any two of the paths, as
indicated by the dashed lines.

• Cut the lined paper into narrow (about 1/2 inch wide) strips, perpendicular to the
lines. The lines will serve as vertical separators between letters written along the
strip. Each strip must have 15 spaces. Place 10 strips at each station.

© 2001, The New Curiosity Shop®
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Coping With Complexity Through
(Computational) Modeling
•

make fundamental significance of models clear

•

develop a coherent strategy for education and
integration into curricula

•

emphasize progressive development of
computational modeling skills

•

use games and simulations explicitly as modelbased systems

•

use models in strengthening problem-focused,
transdisciplinary project-based learning

•

put into effect at all levels of education from
elementary school through university

•

introduce in informal learning venues for lifelong
family and adult learning opportunities
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Julia Khodor, Dina Gould Halme, Graham C. Walker
“A Hierarchical Biology Course Concept Framework: A tool for
Course Design” in Cell Biology Education, V.3, 2004

Pathfinding through nested complexity:
concepts, hierarchies, and models
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•

•

Ruth Chabay and Bruce
Sherwood
Matter & Interactions:
Volume 1 - Modern Mechanics,
Volume 2 - Electric and
Magnetic Interactions
John Wiley & Sons, 2009

Chapter 2: The Momentum Principle
◦ 2.1: System and Surroundings
◦ 2.2: The Momentum Principle (22)
◦ 2.3: Applying the Momentum Principle (9)
◦ 2.4: Momentum Change with Changing Force (1)
◦ 2.5: Iterative Prediction of Motion (16)
◦ 2.6: Special Case: Constant Force (13)
◦ 2.7: Estimating Interaction Times (6)
◦ 2.8: Physical Models
◦ 2.9: Derivations: Special-Case Average Velocity*
◦ 2.10: Inertial Frames*
◦ 2.11: Measurements and Units*
◦ Computational Problems
Chapter 3: The Fundamental Interactions
◦ 3.1: The Fundamental Interactions (1)
◦ 3.2: The Gravitational Force (16)
◦ 3.3: Approximate Gravitational Force Near the
Earth's Surface (5)
◦ 3.4: Reciprocity (1)
◦ 3.5: Predicting Motion of Gravitationally Interacting
Objects (5)
◦ 3.6: The Electric Force (5)
◦ 3.7: The Strong Interaction (1)
◦ 3.8: Newton and Einstein
◦ 3.9: Predicting the Future of Complex Systems (1)
◦ 3.10: Determinism
◦ 3.11: Conservation of Momentum (4)
◦ 3.12: The Multiparticle Momentum Principle (2)
◦

Computational modeling integrated into physics
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ComSES net project
Network for Computational Modeling for SocioEcological
Science (ComSES net)
•

based on OpenABM Consortium (US NSF funded
project)

•

run by Marco Janssen and Michael Barton at ASU

•

establish interactive, online library for
computational models

•

promote a common standard for model description

•

develop educational curricula for embedding
modeling and computational thinking in the
normal practice of social and natural science

•

collaborating with journals and other scientific
publishing venues
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Model Competition for High Schools
2nd annual ComSES net ABM competition
•

due 2 April, 2012

•

objectives

•

•

stimulate the development of agent-based
models for education, especially the high
school level.

•

create a model library resource for educators

•

disseminate those models via School of
Sustainability at Arizona State University

examples in ComSES net (not from competition)
•

Artificial Anasazi

•

Effect of urban sprawl on bird populations

•

Policy-induced diffusion of innovation
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Components in an educational strategy

Each of these aspects must be unpacked and addressed

‣
‣

learning objectives: what learning with what models
levels: elementary school to adult learners
domains: social sciences, natural sciences, humanities
resources: narratives, games, scenarios, libraries
venues: formal and informal learning environments
challenges: curricula, cultures, and school systems
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Roadmap for development
Develop the concept, team, and plan
•

enlist collaborators, brainstorm, refine ideas

•

write framework and research plan

Funding
•

identify, note priorities, contact funding sources

•

write proposals to potential funders

Project development
•

assess current state the art in learning by modeling

•

develop coherent strategy and analyze obstacles

•

plan and operate pilot studies in diverse settings

•

synthesize results of pilots and find barriers and
opportunities for replication
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Thank You For Thinking With Me
Please Join Us In Developing This Project
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